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On stage in Melbourne: Get a peek at 'Harvey' at Melbourne...
Surfside's 'Dracula Fractured' takes the iconic vampire tale not-so-seriously. Clutching another cigarette, The Vampire Diaries star closed her eyes and leaned her head onto her friend's shoulder. Phoebe first made a name for herself in Australia appearing in...
Phoebe Tonkin's throwback photos show her partying with alcohol and cigarettes.

AMC has ordered an eight-episode series based on Anne Rice's best-selling 1976 literary debut, Interview...
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In fact, so many U.S. films are shot in...
Canada that the country's film industry is now affectionately nicknamed "Hollywood North."
Numerous factors make the Canadian film production industry so...
As Fourth of July celebrations go, the new Netflix animated film "America: The Motion Picture" is the cinematic equivalent of a three-foot-long hot dog followed by a triple-fried Twinkie washed down...

A beefy George Washington avenges...
Lincoln's death in this cheekily inaccurate and dumb animated comedy

From the pitch-perfect skewering of '90s-era pop groups to the goofy charms of the now-foursome who comprise the group to the cheeky original... She's kept vampire hours
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While the story itself appears to be a mostly self-contained vampire origin story helmed by... Is it a nod? A cheeky Easter Egg? Neither fact adds...
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up to much, and it could mean Morbius has ...

Sony Claims Morbius Isn't Part Of The MCU, But Let's Look At The Facts

Their vampire-inspired Instagram exchange yesterday ...
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Seemed like it was meant to be cheeky, but it’s worth noting that this isn’t the first time Barker’s blood has made a surprise appearance...

Kourtney Kardashian Told Travis Barker She Wanted to Suck His Blood and His Reply Was Wild...
The Grammy Award winner completed his ghoulish look with a black nail polish and a pair of vampire fangs. Ed promised his fans that he would never bleach his hair again and apologised to his fans.
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people' after ditching roots to go blonde for three days in new music video

She gave me an incredible overview (which is no small feat considering she'd given birth to twins 2 weeks prior), and after trying the products I begged her to let me be involved. I
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Spider-Man 2 put its hero through hell, and he came out stronger for it in the end. Too bad no one warned him.
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Thor: Ragnarok is as
glib and cheeky as the Guardians of
the Galaxy ...

Best Superhero Movies: Comic Book-
Inspired and Original
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Minogue has long been a "light beam" for her fans (as Nick Cave's wife and designer of The Vampire's Wife Susie ...)

Kylie's back, and it's not just the music...

Facebook for the first time is...
The game's other-world setting...

What do I Know What You Did Last Summer, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Cruel Intentions and the 2019 Super Bowl have in common? (Hint... super bowl ads)
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where multiple species communicate and interact - is quirky, cheeky and stunning ... Dying Light 2 Vampire: The Masquerade - Bloodlines 2 ...

Best upcoming PS4 games to look forward to in 2021 and beyond

Arkane Austin is turning its immersive
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A cheeky little, squishy surprise for the Microsoft showcase came in the form of Slime Rancher 2 from Monomi ...

Xbox and Bethesda E3 2021 showcase: All the news, updates, and...
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game announcements
Honourable mentions: Midnight, Texas season 1-2 (TV, 1 July); Edge of Tomorrow (film, 2 July); Too Close (TV, 5 July); Gossip Girl (TV, 8 July); The Vampire ... still with a cheeky gleam in ...